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“Flush with grief, insistent in its longing, at times flashing with
anger, the language of David Greenspan's poems—so exact,
so exacting—propels the reader into all the open
astonishment that the Ordinary affords us. What more could
we ask of poetry than that?"
–Richard Deming, Creative Writing Director
at Yale University
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triptych for our ordinary lives

"Open it now. You’ll be grateful for the starling companions &
shocked by the strange reflection in the passing glass."
–Christopher Janke, author of The Thing Itself

One: The Living
Father a shape of glass
mother nicotine colored exposition
neither dog’s metal leash
morning is violence
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matchstick

we swallow

last century’s occult
economy
nailed

our bodies
today’s vulgar

spectacle of the dirt

an assembly of glands

rubber band welcomes eye
we were almost child
family is wound
arterial

suckled bourbon ice

in that pest house

petite limbed

dear sibling

we married the dead

Please reach out if you'd like to
schedule a Zoom reading and/or
Q&A with the author.
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